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Happy 90th birthday, to one of the world's most beloved icons of children's literature,

Winnie-the-Pooh!Â Since 1926, Winnie-the-Pooh and his friendsâ€”Piglet, Owl, Tigger, and the ever

doleful Eeyoreâ€”have endured as the unforgettable creations of A.A. Milne, who wrote this book for

his son, Christopher Robin, and Ernest H. Shepard, who lovingly gave Pooh and his companions

shape.Â These characters and their stories are timeless treasures of childhood that continue to

speak to all of us with the kind of freshness and heart that distinguishes true

storytelling."Winnie-the-Pooh is a joy; full of solemn idiocies and the sort of jokes one weeps over

helplessly, not even knowing why they are so funny, and with it all the real wit and tenderness which

alone could create a priceless little masterpiece." Saturday Review,Â 1926
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Before I bought this book I had read a few comments complaining about the color of the pages...

somewhat yellowish in an almost but not quite parchmenty sort of way. Oh bother, said I, This is

coloring my experience of the book. It's been in the back of my mind through every chapter, "Do I

like this? Or do I not?" First let me say I love the brushed watercolors over the illustrations... I'm

enthralled by the book jacket and the way the window is lit up by the colored version beneath on the

actual cover... and the truth is I would have picked a slightly different page color -- but that's besides



the point. It's still a lovely edition and my first grader certainly has no complaints.On top of that, I'd

forgotten how wonderful Pooh is. I'm so jaded by the Disney versions that invade every store and

home (except mine) that I've spent a lot of time bypassing poor Pooh & Co altogether. We had

recently revamped reading aloud here at home because books "written for first graders" were too

mindless, books written at the reading level of Pooh today are written for an intellectual level of

thought and humor that is beyond the first grader (A. A. Milne had an incredible gift for including all

levels of maturity in these works) so our attempts there got tossed aside as my first grader played

with his toes, fingers, hair and anything else he could reach because the books just weren't

"keeping him." So I tallied up a new library budget and between  and Abe Books did an overhaul...

Pooh certainly is one that has hit the spot. The writing is more like how I would speak to my son, but

the story is still appealing to the imagination of a first grader, the plot easily managed...
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